time was soft there a paris sojourn at shakespeare co - time was soft there a paris sojourn at shakespeare co jeremy mercer on amazon free shipping on qualifying offers wandering through paris s left bank one day poor and unemployed canadian reporter jeremy mercer ducked into a little bookstore called shakespeare co mercer bought a book, amazon com booksellers bookselling books - online shopping for booksellers bookselling from a great selection at books store, vincent van gogh and auvers sur oise - vincent met with dr gachet shortly after his arrival in auvers although initially impressed by gachet vincent would later express grave doubts about his competence so far as to comment that gachet appeared to be sicker than i am i think or shall we say just as much, james wood on not going home lrb 20 february 2014 - vol 36 no 6 20 march 2014 i recognise the latin teacher in james wood s lecture on not going home lrb 20 february he was indeed the headmaster of durham chorister school and he also taught me latin though some years before james wood arrived, quakers around shoreditch and life around bunhill - maybe the children of london made up the song to sing the character of its districts history link the parish of shoreditch was known for its poverty standing north of the bishopsgate on the roman road from the thames to cambridge it looked south to the city of london where the quaker bankers lived north to stoke newington and tottenham where the quaker middle classes withdrew west to, the william morris internet archive chronology - works journalism chronology biography photos marxists internet archive the william morris internet archive chronology this was created by and